A TEAM EFFORT

It's hard to believe that sportsTURF begins its fourth year of publication next month. With your help, we have charted new waters, raised new issues and spread the word on tools and techniques previously known by just a few inventive turf managers. By creating a vehicle to carry this information, we have hopefully provided ideas and tips that you have been able to apply directly to your work. None of this would have been possible without your help. You have generously shared your expertise so that others can benefit from your experience. You have spent hours on the phone with me going over your life stories, your innermost concerns, your reasons for doing things the way you do and your hopes for the future.

Together, we have shared extremely valuable methods to help large turf areas stand up to the tremendous pressure placed upon them today. Each sports turf manager and golf course superintendent who has undergone my interrogation has helped nearly 20,000 fellow turf managers increase their effectiveness on the job. By acting as a team, we are making a difference. Now that we have cracked open the door to a wealth of useful information, we have to work even harder to achieve greater levels of professionalism.

All of us have worked very hard these past few years to improve our jobs. But we still have a long way to go. We must face the challenges even during the toughest times. We can't falter and accept compromises that provide only partial solutions to the problems we face every day. We have to fight to get others to understand the importance of finding and implementing these solutions.

We must share our experiences with each other. Only part of our education takes place in school, the rest has to come from trial and error and on-the-job experience. The sports turf industry can grow one person at a time, or it can grow as a whole, a team of players learning from one another. It was largely for this reason that many sports turf managers and educators asked us to start sportsTURF in the first place.

You won't find stories in this magazine about people who think they only have to work 40 hours each week. I look for those "driven" individuals who happily get up early in the morning, work late at night and give everything they can muster to their jobs. They are the ones to lead the sports turf market today and in the future. When they aren't working at their jobs, they are volunteering their own time to help others.

Finally, it takes the support and understanding of our families to let us work these hours to help others, as well as ourselves. Employers must permit and encourage us to involve our families in our careers. We not only have to carefully schedule our time spent at work, we must also unfailingly schedule time for our families. Our families are on the team too. Neglecting our work or our families will only slow us down and prevent us from growing as we must to solve the problems facing us.

No team wins acting as an uncooperative bunch of individuals. The key to any victory is teamwork. The purpose of this magazine is to develop cooperation among all the players in the sports turf industry. To do this we need your help in every issue. Please make it a New Year's resolution to call and write me regularly. I am here to help you and to help others. This is your magazine. Use it for all it's worth. We have a huge task before us. There is little time to waste.

I wish you and your family a relaxing and pleasant holiday. May your families give you the time to watch at least part of each "bowl game." Not all teams have the luxury of playing on fields as good as the bowl game fields. Until they do, we have plenty left to do.

Bruce Shonk